UK SCADA specialist adds to technical support team
Products 4 Automation (P4A) has appointed Jamie Biggs as a dedicated Technical Support
Engineer for the UK and Ireland. His role includes product training, specification advice and tech
support for users of Movicon SCADA, HMI's and Industrial PCs.
With a strong IT infrastructure background, Jamie is well placed to assist with all the most recent
challenges involved in industrial automation applications; such as setting-up web clients, servers, security,
networking and communications with enterprise level platforms such as ERP and MES systems.
Natalie Turner, Sales Director at P4A adds, "It is the hands-on practical experience that allows Jamie to
provide fast insightful technical advice that we really liked about him. The customer feedback from the
training sessions he has already hosted has also been tremendous, so we are very happy to have him
onboard."
"I like the team here at P4A a lot and the products are great too" adds Jamie, "Movicon in all its various
forms provides a fantastic scope for making improvements to a whole host of applications, from HMIs to
building controls and wider infrastructure projects. What is really exciting is that the software is constantly
developing too, so the future will always be part of the present for us."
For more information or to talk to Jamie about your SCADA requirements, call the P4A office on (0) 121
630 2200.
Photo Caption: Products 4 Automation has appointed Jamie Biggs as a dedicated Technical Support
Engineer for the UK and Ireland.

About Products4Automation
Products4Automation (P4A) is a specialist supplier of new and innovative software and hardware solutions
to the UK market. Product ranges available from P4A include the latest touch-screen HMI's and flat panel
PCs, SCADA software and plug-ins, a wide range of SCADA enabled hardware, Alarm plug-in software for
large automation systems, and a full range of Production Intelligence software solutions.
The image(s) distributed with this press release may only be used to accompany this copy, and are
subject to copyright. Please contact DMA Europa if you wish to license the image for further use.
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